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b the Netherlmds citizens are heavily med by the g o v e m m .  These revenues rrre wed 
to realize a large number of objectives. To s u d  in dohg, this rn impressive rarnge of 
public btimtiom we operated. Comequmtly, the wealth of the: c o w  depends to a 
considerable degree on tb extent that these public institutionn; perfom well. Zru m n t  
yeam, mze  md more people have questioned whether pdlic  baihltiom prfonrhg 
well in the Me@-. 3La th is  milltext particularly the b w m c r a ~ c  procedures of a lot of 
publk btim~om sue criticire$. "Fhese pmsure41 have cawed a far-reaching 
reorg&mtioa of the Wtch welfare state. ExpndiWs are being wit. In the prOC:e&s, 
several public agencies have been p r i v a W  and mw governance s l ~ n r ~ i e s  have been 
htzodluced: in public agencies. 

It b striking that ~hese reorganization effort8 are t&hg place in a haphazard, ad hw way. 
The reawn is that there is no generally accepted economic tbeorlp of public institutions. 
M i c r ~ o m d c  theory of the firm hELS f w u d  particularly an modelping behavior of 
private enterprises. h pznbfic ;EjnarYce, as far as it is policy oriented, attention k specially 
dirwted at mcroeconomic analysis instead of microecomamic mlys i s .  W e n  a dcrosco- 
nomic approach has been used in the theory of public finance, it has k n  applied almost 
exclusiwely to the study of ihe bureaus. Therefore, all kinds of important questions remain 
unmwemd. FOP example, bow should we contime. Should we go on privatizing? What 
should the limits of privatization be? What structural form will work best in those 
ozg;a&ations which remain in public sphere? In order to answer these questions, we must 
develop a clearer uradersmdimg of the conduct and p e r f o m c e  of public institutions, and 
we must develop more effective strategies for assessing the performance of those btihl- 
tiom. 

Because of this, as described in chapter 1, the purpose of tEnjs dissertation is to develop a 
sheoretical ~arnewcrrk by which the performance d public institutions cm be better 
understood. Based on this framework, a second objective is to exarnine the perfommce 
of a public institution in reality. Therefore ltwo central questions are analyzed. 

1. Haw m the performance of public iasdtutions in generid be explained? 

2. Now can the performme of a specific public institution be determined? 

The first of these questions, is addressed in the theoretical section of the (chapters 2 
through 12). The secod question is addressed in the empirical section of the dissertation 
(chapters 13 through 18). Tagether, these chapters clanfy what public instiautiom try to 
achieve, contribute to an undem'lanhg of the orgaimtional design and operation of 
public hssitutiom, md o'er a metlaodology for assessing the performance of public 
ageacies. 

In chapter 1 the genelrtl framework for the milywis of these quedons 3s presented. First 
some basic concepts of pesf~mnance in a production process are int+oduced. It is 
hporhnt lo realize faat perfommce refers not ody to output or production, but also to 
activities within the production process andl the outoames. The cmcial pint  is that we are 
not only interested in the efficiency but also in the degree of effectiveness of an 
institution. So it is essential for us to ask how public institutions function. 

Chapter 1 then operationally defines public bstiutions as organizations (a) in which a 
govemient has a dominant influenre and (b) which produce gaadr md services that 



could conceivable be produced by privae entmprises instiead. A comidem'Ts1e part. of the 
Dutch economy is made up of such organizations. !Section 1.3.1 oRen an wl]r.tiical 
distinction bemeen four different categories of public iatsti'tuxians. T h a  she public$ 
oriented institutions, state-omed-enterprises, private coxpornhiom witb do-t p113'blic 
influence and quasi autommous public authorities [@ango%s). However, it &ould k 
mted that these categories m y  entail some of the same institutions. For example, some 
public authorities are also private coprations like foundatim and firms. 

In pim 2 of this dissertation a theoretical amlysis of the pecerfonrrmru3t.x of public btitwtions 
is mde. This aaalysis indicats the factors which determine the p e ~ o m m  of a public 
imthtion. Accordingly some mbquedom me answered in, chapters 2 h u g h  11. Firsz 
of all, these chapters examine why public institutions are estab1ishd and why they do 
continue to operate. Following Ric$lard Musgrave a d  in yreement wibh the approach by 
Dieter Bas, in answering these questiom, thee gawenunent functions are distinpished. 
These entail the function of allocation, of stabilization and of redistribution. Withhtm this 
framework fkst the market failure approach is analyzed fiom a public choice perspective. 
The reasons for the government $awing pd0-t Influence in this kind of 
organizations are farther cfiscussed. Finally, the interaction of the different functions of 
the govement and the consequences of this interaction for the established of public 
enterprises are furuher delineated. Comiderhg govement objectives along with the cos@ 
of producing various goods and services make it possible to understand why govemenks 
sometimes directly supply goods and services, and at other times subsidize and regulate 
private firms supplying public goods. But many questions remairu. To mwer  these 
questions we need a theoretical framework fa analyzing the behavior and performance of 
public ictitutions. 

In chapter 3 such a theory is therefore develloped. The objective of this theory is to 
provide a general framework by which Zhe performance af public institutions can: be 
explahd. As same public instihlrilolvs like e.g. public enterprises have characteristics of 
both private enterprises and classic govement agencies the theory necessarily has poli- 
ti&, economic and o r g ~ a i o ~  f e a w s .  To devdop a useful frmework bht? industrid 
o ~ g a n h i o n  SCP-scheme is employed as a starting point for a theory of public 
institutions. However, additional complexities are i n t r d u d .  This does e.g. not mean 
that simple one-way causal relations are assumed. On the contrary. A lot of factors are 
relevant, arnd m y  also influence one m&er .  A major conclusion of this section is that the 
maiBl differen= bedwmn private and public: institutions lies in the conrduct of tho% 
organizations. 

Chapter 4 analyzes discrepancies between observable pr fomwce of public btitutions 
and predictions made on the basis of welfare economics. In practice, public btitutions do 
wt behave accordimg to toonnative theory. 'his  seem partly m e  because governments 
Sbnd it impossible to develop am appropriatr: welfare ffiction, and partly became of poor 
performance by public enterprises. 'This explains why nonnative pricing d e s  often are 
not usedl in ppactice. Of course, this does mat mean ahat welfare mnomics is not an 
hpomnt  movement in ~ C O M ~ ~ C S .  It only acknow1edges that welfare economics, 
understood as a normative theory, can not sufficiently explain performance of m public 
institution in practice. This forces us to ask how and by whom public sector objectives 
(and behavior] are determined. Are these objectives determined by the voters, the 
govement, members of parliament or by managers of public htimitions? 

h chapter 5 it is exmined whefier the conduct and perfomawe of public imdtutions can 
be explained by the preferems of the citizens. a$ explain the behavior and objectives of 
pnblic institutions the influence of the poliltieal process is clearly important. Chapter 5 and 



chapter 4 m obviowly relatad. Iza cbpter 4 welfare lerondcs aras comidered as a 
n o m i v e  Wry, wherw in chapter 5 welfare economics is Imkd upon as a posi~we 
theory. An & p o r n  comlu&ion of tbh wtiori is that actom on the supply side of the 
polkical prw~d;s try to achieve their own obj~tives. Subwenay,  in practice the pdi-tid 
p r m s  will . u~ t  E d  ta a welfare optimum, if that oiptbm is &ined without 
political e a n s ~ ~  and processes info csms3er&on. Consequently, the question arises if 
the policy of politicianat is really mlemted by public k d ~ d o m .  Often tids ik not or 
only p d y  the caur;e. Zlae impleme~.tion of policy carm also be comidered as a political 
prmsa. This is p d y  caused by f&e existence of asymmetric information. Acc~rdingly, 
the wncclusion is that the p d i d d  process bas a lot of  influence on the Ixhavior and 
pe~omm of piubljlc btiNtio11~ dthough other factors me dso relevaat. The pollicy of 
actors within public institutions have to be e x d n d  3 ehe p e r f o m  of those btitu- 
tiom is to k lBldemt&. 

In order to address some of these mJytical problem, chapter 6 concepNalhs public 
hmtitu~ons irn term of intermil and ex~e:mll networks. An h W  network cocrists of the 
wtors within the public  tion on where@ an external network also entails; actors from 
loutside the public bbitw.tion, especially actors within mpewisory boards. From this it 
follows that there will often be a lot of stakeholders influemkg processes within public 
htirUlij1om. Apprexiathxg the hpacP of such farce8 r q u b  &at we @evelop a theorefie 
fimework which i s  informed by literature on rrmi~9rnplex organizations, in addition to 
literature on ~ceo institutional economics and public choice. 

T$is is done in chapter 7. Property rights theory are used to analytically reduce the 
number of relevant actors considered in this treatment of networks by limiting analysis to 
tlhose actors who really can influence the be$avior of a network. Actors who own 
property rights of various kiads are the actors h the best position to achieve their 
objectives. In this respect it is h p o m t  to bow who has use rights, usuhct  rights, and 
f i l l y  w b  has the authoritative right to change the public insciruta"on. Often, several 
actors possess parts of these bundles of property rights. O r g ~ t i o ~  theory is useful 
for helping us map the disb5bution of power in an iminseim6ion, and understanding its 
impact on outcomes. 

In chapter 8 the decision making process within this public networks is examined. 
Questions arise as to how decision making mcups within a network and haw this decision 
making prwess ~ u e n a e s  orgmimiod h h v i o r  and performme. Several kinds of 
decision making processes can be distinguished. Variation in tbe decision making. 
processes is mfluuenced by a number of factors, includbg the extent $0 which objectives 
are s h d  md the ease with which desired outpuits can be measwad. The degree to which 
the owners of the organization c a ~ l  control the organization depends on the character of 
the decision making process within a network. 

hsides the distribution of property rights md the name of decision making processes, 
hterpersonal relations are also important. In chapter 9 interpersonal relations are 
described with the help of agency theory. The main question in this respect is how the 
relatioras withim a network can influence the psfomumce and behavior of the network. In 
secxion 9.4. org&ational culture is discussed. The conc~usion from th i s  section is that 
s h d  wderstmding and values are h@.ly important 'for explaining o r g h t i o n d  
perfomance. However, in this dissemtilon, the wJW of an dtitudlon is not dealt with 
as a separate explanatory factor. It is understood as the rermlt of other factors such as the 
diswibudioh of property rights, the nature of the decision making process, and the system 
d in te~mowl  relatiomhips found h a network. In chapfier PiO relationships md c u l m  
am fixthem- examined using the bureaucracy model of Niskanen. In this chapter the 



inapliatiom of these lcirvd of models for the behavior of public instimtiom m exambed. 

In chapter 11 the tmmwtions within public inmimtion-neWorh m M y z d  us@ 
thamacdon oost aoaoimics. Effects of transacdon costs on the Mavior  of public htiru- 
tiom are explored. Furthemore it is situdied to what extent this approach cm be usezl in 
w e  a network approach is followed. 

The approach that was developed in this study nukes c l w  that an h t i t ~ t i o d  a y s i s  
&odd be followed. As h e m  and Tpullo@k indlicate, public institutions bunction Pmto  
efficiently, bm only in r h  comxt d several resmictiom. Inr h e  different factors 
hc1udjulg the objectives of the owners and the environment will change. Hawever, a k a  a 
network only caar adapt to changes wihin certain limits. T.n chapter 4 it is hdicaw 
that more effxcient network Mill not come into existence because of for e m p l e  lack of 
infomation on trimsactim costs of alternative public networks. Therefore in ithis dissam- 
tion an Mtmtional analysis is fol.lowd. Bow am we compm the p&ommce of a 
nenwork and consider altemtive structures h t  improve perfommce? 

Several hplications follow from this network approach. As mentioned, public entewrises 
and public btitutiom in general we more and more comidered as redundant. Tluis is why 
economislts, particularly economists skillled in the nea classical tradition, argue for 
privatization. However, often essential differences between public and private htimnions 
are often neglected. It is obvious that public btitutiom behave differently from private 
enterprises. This is reflected in the different objectives of their owners and also jm the 
distinctions with respect to iorgmizadonal s m c w  and efficiency. But dissimilw behavior 
m y  not Ere a sign of poor p e r f o m .  Private enterprise8 are not a suitable measure- 
ment of comparison for public instituti~m, p&6icularly with regard to externalization of 
costs, or pursuit of d1 kinds of secondary objectives. This is done in the farm of off 
budget activities. The extent to which public institutions try to achieve such objectives 
varies eoaside~able and seem only reslwicted by the creativity of politicim and members 
of tbe management bard.  The d e w e  to which this is possible md the extent to which 
this actually happens can onlyr be detected by analyzing the conduct and especially the 
performance of these public institutEons. Thus, it appears that the pehfoirmasllce of a 
network can be quite acceptable, although the mwork operates in a technically inefficieat 
mmmer. M e n  all objectives are examined, welfare increases seem impossible. hother  
Wlication refers to the existence of social networks within public networks. It i s  possible 
that ageention h focused on eE~ciency, but tztt becau~e of decrerushg social capital, 
performance in fwt deteriorates. Finally, the effects of all kind8 of changes can be 
analyzed. Comlwions can Ise drawn with m q ~ c t  to the conduct and the performance of 
the network. 

From this it follows; that every w o r k  will be different and that the: factors that will be 
mast relevant for the explanadan af the prfommce will differ from merwork to network. 
iOfbgy the perfomance of one Wtution ccran m t  meauingfufly be compared with the 
conduct of o ~ e r  htitutiom. Ps a consequence, to give advice to political owners and to 
discuss if c b g e s  are necessarqr, specific nctworh have to be examjzled. 

nerefore, h lthe empirical part of .this dissertation, it is mlyzed how rhe perf om an^ of 
a public n e m ~ &  can & detemind in practice. In this CoRBXt it is lexi3Xllhd LO what 
extent the links between the different par& of a network, as described In part 2, are redy  
jsnportant. In addition it is studied how the different pmts of the network can be deter- 
-& in @rogerty rights, -action costs, principal agent reladom etc.). Come- 
quenay, several empitical approaches t h t  are used in empirical research are demPibeu3 in 
more detail. Furthewore it is hiicated what the weak s2tong p o h  of these ap- 



proactnes we. In h is  respect ie is a!Iso explained why the so called "indicator approach" 
fads w b n  we want to h o w  haw ancl how well a certain public irnsitihmrion performs. 
Qbvicausly, this dam not mean k t  this apgraatb can not k rnsed for o h  p q m .  
Weverxkless, me the qumtitadve approach, this approah doesn't give us mmh bigkit 
into ahr: degree to which public networks succeed in r e w b g  their objwtiures and what 
these objectives really are. The qualitafive approach is scoring much better on these 
pkts. This approach indicates clearly how to determine which actor $as what kind of 
propmy n@&i md how it0 a w s  what kind af principal aged rektiom exist wi- a 
network. &sides, the qualitative approach incorporates tramaction costs theory, as the 
@-tion wsu of a public bdmdan am: p a t  of the opporbwity costs. If properly used, 
this appro~mh gives w COW bight  in the performance. To examine to what extent the 
network approach can be uwd h reality and I the pesfomance of a public institution can 
really be d e m m M  eight hypoltkws are emmhed. These hypotheses are slbudid by 
mwering 16 questions. To do fbis three public instihutions are examined. T h e  three 
bmtitutiam have k e n  select.& because, given the central questions, they were of special 
interest. Each of these: public in$t.inztiom ws; m&onted with a far-reaching reorganiza- 
tion. Thezefore, it was useful to txe to what extent these reoirgmizations were caused by 
poor p e d o m a .  

In these case studies f ~ s t  it L indicated b t  these h e  instirutions are indeed huitutiom 
as defaed iu chapter I. This m y  seem obvious for the "Dutch Rjksmum'"d for 
'MEGA L'mbmg"', but it rmy Seiem less obvious for the Dutch Tax Agency. PLs 
metiomd public institutions are institutions that produce g o d s  and services that can also 
be produced by private enterprises. The principd diffemnw is that the govement 
chooses to b e  dominant influence. This is adso m e  for the Tax Agemy. In theory, it is 
possible to privathe the Tax Agency and Indeed in some countries taxes are levied by 
private firms. However, in the Netherlands the govemenu chooses to retain dominant 
influam. Eurtlnemore, each of these three public inshtutioms were part of a network that 
comisted of a large number of actors and, as mentioned, each of these networks were 
wfionted with a far-reaching reorganization. To exmine if &we reorganhtiom can be 
explained by the network theory d part 2, the different pasts of a network are studied in 
practice. 

How did the Dutch "Rijksmuseum~erfom during dhis period. To asses& the perfor- 
mance it was especially important ta determine to what extent the objective of the cu1nKal 
heritage lhad k e n  redbed. Ptlso, it was hportmt ta mlyze rhe costs of this kvel of 
accomplisheat of this objective. It appeared that the objective of maintemce was only 
reached at ti low level. "She collection was pmrly a c c o m d a t d .  It could not be con- 
trolled where md in what quality the ast collection was. The collection grew @omiderab$ 
dux-& the period of consideration, but the staxe of repair was lacking. Not o d y  housing 
was insufficient, also the objectives of .the owners changed. At the end of the eighties, the 
ownem tried! to r e o r g a e  the Dutch "R.ijksmu5emU into a modern and flexible institu- 
tion. However, it appeared W t  the museum was not able to adapt to these kind of 
changes, especially bemuse of laws md department mks. Therefore, the Dutch 
'"bmuseum" was Cexterndlly) privatized. Several measures were &&en in this respect. 
The museum, for example, was allowed to determine entry fees itself. Besides, it got it's 
o m  budget and also itus own revenues k a m e  more hpostant. The extent to which this 
mofgdmtion of the network will improve performance depends on the extent to wEch 
cultural heritage is better served against lower costs. "I'he w l W  herjtage is a wev 
hm~m;ant olrjectivc, as the vdue of the collectiom amounts to more than ten billion 
$jilders auld is still owned by the government. To r d k e  this objective, control over a e  
 puts, has been replaced by control over the output. One of the outputs h t  is specified in 
contracts Is the objective of maintenance of the art. It appears that, the peL"Eomee 



depends hugely on the fact that control over the output sems kttm than control over &e 
input. This is m e  as the museum, under pressure of lthe s made a 
considerable e%rt in malang an inventory of the cdlection. nb L now 
better able to control &e condition of the collection and is better wpm to see to it .flaat 
the Dutch mwsem takes w e  of it in proper way. The same is true for Phe other objec- 
tives. 

With respat to MEGA Lhburg the largest part of the costs consists of costs of gas anid 
electricity distribution. The "budget" of the public enterprise rent was especially used for 
p-g three categoriies of obj~wtives. Half of the budget was used for chaxging lower 
electricity prioes, approximately 18 W was used for W i g  more employmenu and fmally 
some 30% was used for the other objectives Pike leare of a certain and secure 
delivery of electricity. Dam.@ the period the objectives shifted. In the seventies, a 
considerable degree of hportaace was amchesi to a ce- andl continuous deleliveby. A 
monopoly s~~ was deemed mcesssmy, although t h e o d d $ ,  a Wade off between 
competition aad reliabiIity and certainty of delivery has been postdated. At the end of the 
eighties and during the nineties other objectives such as efficiency, low m f f s  and serving 
clients gained h p o m ~ e .  Besides, alsa the European integration had more effects" To 
achieve these altered objectives, it appeared necessary to change the iarganizatioar. Will 
elxis r e o r g b t i o n  improve prfommce? This depends on the extent to which 
competition will increase a d  a5 a consequence tariffs can be reduced. Also it depends on 
the extent to which tbe secondary objectives like employment are reached against lower 
costs. In addition the objective of and continuous delivery must not deteriorate too 
much. 

During the period that the Dutch Tm Agency tried to purrsue all kinds of objectives. 
Obviously, the maim objective was to calgea taxes for the government. Furthennore, the 
Tax Agency pursued several secomdary objectives. The most important objectives in this 
respect were lhe distribution of income, the fair execution of Dutch tax laws and the 
reduction of welfare lossas. These objectives conserve to explain the fact that taxes are 
collectd by the gavement  and not by private enterprises. During the eighties problems 
arose with respect to the collection of taxes. These problems  we^ partly caused by the 
changed ewkorunent. Compliance for example deteriorated and the number of tax payers 
increased. The organization of the Tax Agency could not adapt to these changes. There- 
fore, it was decided to reorganize the Tax Agency. T h i s  reorganization of the Tax agency 
during the begbahg of the nineties has inarpmvea performance. Tax collecting i s  reedked 
more efficienw, while the extent to which secodary objectives are realized was accept- 
abk for the owners. The public enterprise rent was reduced. To analyze if it is possible 
to M e r  improve performance in the future, it has to be detemined if taxes can be 
collected by psivate enterprises against lower costs. This will probably not be the case, as 
psivate enterprises may inflict considewble deadweight losses. Besides the objective of the 
fak exgution of zax laws wB1 deteriorate. A better altemtive k to ffircher increase the 
fleebility of the Tax Agency by transferring additionid righb. &so an Izrdependent Public 
Authoricy may be an improvement. If this is truly the case depends on. the specific 
conditions that will be part of the law by which the authority is estabI"mh&. In this 
context it is also important that Dhe regulation with respect to € h e x  independent authorities 
is simplified. 

From this dissertation and the eight hypotheses that we exmined it can be concluded that 
the pdoranance of a specific institution can best be analyzed on the bagis of a qualitative 
approach, such as rhe theory oueliged before. On the basis of this apprwch, it appeared to 
be pssible bo determine several parts of a public network in practice. By doing this, 
h i g h t  can be obtained in the functioning of a certain institution. This also com@cB with 



r m t  develop- In &is area of research. Several studies of tke kt& court of Auditg 
far btame, m n w d  to the mrac ive  approwb. This is also the case for a lot of 
m g e m n c  mimilfiL: research. However, the gualiBciwe approach gms some steps 
further by mt only ~ I I y z h g  effectiveness but d m  emciemy. 

Eurf.her, it a w d  that during the period of e-~orm, the objectives of ?he three 
hb.o;u~om changed. This plas partly mu& by c b g e s  in the enviroment of .the public 
Mwtiom. A1 three -i&~orrs to adapt by small adjustznehzaa. After some 
pint ,  tlmse s d l  c h g e s  a p p e d  ta be hWtciemt and further change5 proved not 
lpossible witbin the existing mcture  of the aetworlc in wnsideration. Mone acld more the 
relevant actow came to fie mnclus2m that zbe ins~Ibupion was not functioning very well. 
Tbe: chnged objectives were not sa!tisfa~:mrily realize8 with the existing network or the 
owmers reaulbd their objectives against ~3 high a cost. Therefore, ~Itirnately, it was 
8eckk.d to alter the network, often because of pollitid pressure. These changes entailed 
all parts of the ~~etwork. Mot ody the property rights structure was adjusted but 
amordiag1y also the Wornaatjlon structure, the transactions within the network and the 
relations were e h g e d .  After the reorganization of tlne network objectives were b e a r  
reach& against lower cost. This can be compared with the approach as d m ~ M  in 
chapter 2. Given dl restrictions networks are Pareto efficient. But when the environment 
and the objectives change a changed network may perfom better. Hence, it is important 
far monads@ to analyze how a network can be changed best. As described in paragraph 
19.3, tZle network approach can &so be used to guide such a tramition in governance 
SANCtlPE. 

Moreover, using this framework and the corresponding qualitative approach for au 
analysis of enterprises that are heady subsidized by the governmerip, for example Fokker 
and Nedcar, a lot of money cm be saved. Often times, public institutions like these 
enterprises try to achieve objectives like employment, while they operate in competitive 
markets. It is striking to see ahat Fokker after going bankn~pt was able to realize 
impressive efficiency gains. By applying this approach it is possible to warn politicians 
against the possible consequences of their policies of trying to reach secondary objectives 
with enterprises that operate in competitive markets. 

Fkxthemore, not only p u b k  institutions, but also policy processes within the departments 
andl all kinds of new laws md rules like the use of covenants and environmental effect 
reports I(h4BR) could be analyzed. In case dso the objectives of these instrurmemts, 
the extea to which they are ledbed md the costs of this level of accomplishment of 
objectives should be analyzed. M is interesting to see: if better al&maitives are available. 

What redly springs from these m e  studies to the eye of the hpartial observer is that 
with l h i s  framework also private enterprises can be analyzed. Private enaeqrises more 
and more try to reach dl kix~ds, of objectives different fkom profit maxhh t ion  or 
m h h t i o n  of the vdue of the company. Examples of sulch objectives aye the 
environmental objectives that m growing more hportant. Of course, several parts of 
such a network will be more or just less important than in the case of a public network. 
Comequently, the performance will differ. 

In comclusion some improvements in the h e w o r k  and the corresponding qualitative 
approach have to be made. These improvements have OQ do with better quantifying the 
relative importance and the costs of the various objectives. These problems are not so 
much ~haracteristics of this kind of research but are mainly caused by the accounting of 
the government and public institutions. The way of accounting has to be imp~avled. It is 
very hpostant that public networks are forced to indicate in a T i c i d  report what their 



objectives are, how well these objectives are realized md what the costs are of US level 
of objective accomplishment. Finaly these costs should k amibutd to these ohjecdves. 
By doing this, the government and u l h t e P y  parliament will get much mare bight. This 
will, improve the control by the relevant actors. Besides, parliament will be more. ahable to 
weigh priorities. Of course, public institutions often will not be interested in doing this. 
Therefore, this fiaancjlgll repost should at least be subjected to audit control. 




